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Marie Koldkjær Højlund: [Let's see.]

- (Lukas Quist Lund): [Yes, that's interesting.]

Okay, let's go.

- [Perfect. So the first question that I usually start with in different ways is when you

are thinking about listening or you are about to engage in a conversation with

listening, does that take you somewhere to begin with? Like do you have a starting

point for yourself where listening is sort of like, maybe not, I don't know, bursting

itself out, but is there a place where you like to begin with when it comes to listening

or you think about yourself as a starting point?]

So is it in terms of practicing or talking about?

- [In any regard. ]

[In any regard.]

- [ Listening, where does that?]

Yeah, so I think that listening is almost like a default state of being for me in the sense that,

[and I know this is like trying to write history back in time or looking at your life and trying

to make meaning of that, but since I was a child I've been very occupied with and it was not a

choice at all.] It was, again, something pushing itself on me, you could say, that the world

kind of pushed itself through listening. Again, that's weird because listening is in our

everyday understanding something that kind of passively just happens, [not something that

you... I don't know. You either choose or the world chooses for you,] but very concretely I

was like a very bad sleeper. [I was like sleep… I couldn't sleep and the reason was, the

problem with sleeping is that listening is active even though you kind of close your eyes.

Some people can shut the world off in a way. My sister was like, four years younger than me,

and she had this kind of switch where she could just like close her eyes and just be in her own

little world and sort of close off the world. And I was like, I couldn't do that. ] I felt so

entangled in this feeling of something like, almost like small insects or something. Like that
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was approaching me in the dark. So I was also afraid of the dark. So anxious and sleepless.

[But what happened was because of the situation where you kind of try to sleep and then you

go through different phases of sleeplessness. ] And then at some point you have to give up

being afraid and being frustrated about not sleeping. [ All of that. ] And I think at that kind of

threshold, something interesting happens [in terms of sound or listening.] Because then

listening changes. [My listening changed because it was the same sound. You could say that I

for maybe two hours was trying to understand, trying to figure out what is this. Is this the

sound of?] Is it a threat? Is it something I know? [Is it, you know?] And then slowly after this

threshold, because you're also so tired, exhausted, suddenly the sounds open up in new ways

where it becomes [something that, you could say, not looking for what is there.] It's the sound

of, or information about the sound, but just like traveling into the imaginary as well and

becoming something completely different and slowly just merging with dreams as well. [So

yeah. So your question is that I don't think of myself as someone who kind of chooses to

listen or start the conversation about listening. It's a default mode of state that I then have to

turn off, you could say, in situations where it's not really useful. So I try to be better at

focusing because listening is something that can kind of, or is in many ways not focused on

one thing, but is all over the place.] But then when you have to go into a room and listen to

someone, and have a lecture, or you have to lecture yourself, you have to focus somehow

differently. [So it's the other way around, you could say.]

- [I'm curious because one of the things I picked up was the idea of sleeping and

listening and those combined, and the fact that you are still listening while you are

closing your eyes. Would you say something about, in your experience,] the

difference between the hearing state in your sleep and then the listening state in your

sleep? [Because I think for me, I'm a little bit like your sister in some way.]

[Yeah, closing off.]

- [Yeah, but for me it's the other way around. So it was just something new for me.]

[Interesting.]

[So I mean, hearing and listening. So normally you would say that hearing is sort of the

default, not so active mode where you kind of just, right now, but the problem is that with
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hearing, that when you start to talk about it, it very easily becomes a focused listening thing. ]

So in this situation, we are trying to listen to each other, focus in on that, and you could say

there's the overheard or the conditioning surrounding sounds around us that we normally are

not that focused on. But I think that's exactly what my experience as a child is, also because

in the darkness you suddenly hear more or listen more, but it is sort of this feeling in a way

that I'm all constantly under the surface of the ocean, you could say. [So even though I can

filter out and say, okay, the background noise here from the street, I can say to myself, okay,

place it in the background. But it is more like an active listening procedure or choice where,

as I'm understanding what you're asking,

this happens almost automatically for you.]

- [I think, with sleep, for me, what happens is that I let go, like mentally, physically.

And when I do let go, instincts, whatever, takes over and it just shuts me down. And

the listening experience also disappears because now I'm just like this very raw

biological material trying to sleep. And of course I have dreams, but, we can talk

listening about dreams or something else, but the ability to listen for me disappears a

little bit and I just become this body who of course hears, but my brain filters it all out

in order to allow me to sleep. Nothing happens. Super easy. ]

[But it's funny because, I mean, suddenly it kind of dawns on me that when I kind of let go,

when you say that, it's the opposite experience. So when I let go, it's like the ocean waves just

like from sound wise. So, but I know that talking about oral diversity and how different we

are in our kind of default modes, I know that one of the things that many illnesses, mental,

that we call mental illnesses, is also related to the filtering mechanisms of background and

foreground sounds and how we do that automatically, easily, you know, letting go, it just

happens or if it's in many ways very difficult and has to be a very conscious process of

learning.]

- Because what does it mean to let go? In what ways is that conditioned? What are the

premises, the starting point?

[Yes, that you have. ]
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- [Yeah, yeah. And I think the way I was like talking about letting go is very much back

to like my basic, like where I'm just this body and of course I'm not just a body, but

it's letting go of the things that I'm able to do something with. Yeah.] And giving up

my agency. And of course you can also talk about letting go the other way around,

where I'm aware of the conditions that I am able to effect and I can let go of certain

mechanisms there.

[On purpose.]

- On purpose, [yeah, yeah. I can try to like take them away from me.]

[Yes.]

- Or position myself differently. [So yeah, yeah.]

[So meditation and stuff, practices like that is in many ways trying to do that or?]

- [Yeah, yeah. But it's funny like because now I'm just really curious because it seems

to me like that there could easily be like this Yeah. different states of letting go. Yeah.

] Like the state of letting go of some kind of natural setting. And then letting go

through meditation, where you're like aware of the question: what is even natural?

And then there's letting go of what is in or of my own capacities.

[Capacities. Yeah, in some way, yeah. So I'm so interested in that actually capacities.

Capacities. Yeah.] Listening capacities as something that of course is culturally conditioned

and socially conditioned but also embodied into our different bodies, our different situations [

because condition what capabilities we have in terms of engaging in these, you could say for

many, they consider this to be] totally out of their own agency [ that it's just something

happening to you or whatever. And I think that we need to talk much more about

capabilities,] these capacities as something that is not natural but conditioned [ by all sorts of

conditions. that we are in or states that we're in because going back to my question from my

sister, I think that actually if we look at it from,] you could say another perspective could be

that letting go demands, I would say, a trust in the world [like a very ontological state of like

the world is out there, it's secure, it's there tomorrow when I wake up, it's a firm ground that
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I'm on, I can let go. Whereas, you know, anxious, like, that kind of feeling that, I think, I don't

remember who's the, if it's actually, who's the backstage, frontstage theoretical guide by,

what's he called? Like frontstage, backstage, I don't, I can't remember right now, you know,

but yeah, but he's very big, I don't remember his name right now, but he talks about ]

ontological security and so when you kind of meet in your life this break or rupture to the

ontological security that's of course a phenomenological experience that we have, that we

need, that we rely on, that we are in a safe situation right now, we can have this conversation,

but then if something happens, suddenly there's a car accident or something happens in front

of you that kind of disturbs this ontological security, it's like the world opens in a way,

[ there's like a, this, we suddenly see that this is, ] this is just our experience that there is an

ontological security. [ So I think that, for me that resonates very well with kind of the,] the

anxiety of being in this weird state between sleep and non-sleep where it's like I have to let

go in the trust that I, that nothing will harm me. [So just to say again, that when you, yeah, do

you know what I mean?]

- [I know exactly what you mean. Yeah. And I think what I often experience is also

this, like, what is security? Yeah. And if you expand that to something that has less to

do with my humanness. And more to something with like, well I is always a we in

terms of the bacteria that I'm also is. And my time is also so much longer than I can

even grasp as a number. Then I have a different sense of security. Yes. And then the

letting go becomes much more profound. At least in my case.]

[ Exactly. ]

- [Because like you, I totally experienced those disturbances. Yes. But for me they're

more reminds me of, oh, I'm sick with all these different random notions that I put on

the world. Yeah. Rather than what the world is just there regardless of myself.]

[Yes.]

- [Yeah.]

[And I think that's a whole philosophical, that's] a very philosophical discussion about, is

there a world out there without me or, [you know,]
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- [That's also just] a question about, what do you mean with the world then? [Yeah.

Because of course, Exactly.] Outside of me, it would be a different non-human world.

Completely ungraspable for me as a human.

[Yes.]

- I cannot really speak about that.

No.

- It's like an unknown, unknown. [It's like you're trying to pull yourself out of the

equation.. But it's not the same as, there shouldn't be anything. Exactly. It's just me

that is unable to,]

[To grasp.]

- [Anything about it. Exactly.]

So I don't know if you had that kind of thought when you were a kid, like, is the world there

when I'm not here and all of that. I just think it's so profoundly interesting that when we are

children, we ask ourselves the most fundamental philosophical problems, you know, in

everyday life. It just comes up. And I'm just kind of so interested in how these questions

emerge out of our relationship with the world when we are children as well. That there's

something, there's an openness [or whatever, without kind of romanticizing, you know,

children as some, you know, innocent, like, you know, pure and with no reason as such. But

so it's not to romanticize that, but] I think that there's something in, at least in how, in

listening, maybe that is slowly getting cultivated in specific ways, also through our education

and our way of understanding the world [that kind of closes a bit often. And again, we have

to talk in a, you know, from certain positions, of course, and cultures] and at least in the

Danish educational system, I would say that it's often closed, closing down these ways of

listening or talking or discussing rather than opening up through the educational system. [I

have this one experience that I, from the sixth grade, when I was in sixth grade, where we had

to do a book review as a kind of an exercise in Danish class. And, and I was, how old are you
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in sixth grade? You are. Twelve. So I read the book called Sophie's World. Which is like a

very thick book about, very inviting in terms of inviting young people, young people into

philosophy, philosophical, philosophical thinking.] Have you read it?

- No.

[Jostein Garda, he's called that.]

- [Yeah, yeah, yeah. I've always wanted to read it in some way, but I have just, for

random reasons, never done it.]

Okay. So for me, it was like, what? [You know, like this moment of just like someone talking

in line or in tune with, with this, these questions. and so I read this, I wrote this very, very

enthusiastic book review, of course, for school.] And then we had a feedback session and my

Danish teacher said; this was wrong. What you did. ‘First of all, you shouldn't read this book.

It's not, it's not the right age group for you. You shouldn't be enthusiastic, in a book review, [

you know, it's like, it's, it's too much. ]

- [You should be like cold and objective and distant.]

[Yes.]

- [Yes.]

[And, and you did it all wrong.]

- Was that traumatic in some way?

[Yes. Very traumatic. And, and you know, again, it's just funny how these kind of instances of

being cultivated, in a specific understanding of how you do work, right? How you listen, how

you, how, how enthusiasm, for instance, is wrong. You know, ] how you should tone yourself

down or kind of fit into the institution and be a good listener, be a good cultivated listener.

That's not like over enthusiastic [or, you know, over, what is it? Overtalk. Like.]
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- [Over interpret. Yeah.]

[Into your own world. That's, it's not a good thing.]

- [It's also funny because, it makes me think of a friend who wrote a little textbook, but

what she noticed on is like how in] the Socratic dialogue. That is often this example

of how to engage in a critical dialogue or whatever. She points to the idea that

basically it's a monologue with good listening ‘submissives’ agreeing on specific

times where they're supposed to be agreeing. And nobody really ever questioned the

premise.

[No.]

- [So she points towards like how this is in many ways a failed model. and it makes me

want to ask you like,] do you have hopes or wishes for what should be like a good

listening situation for like students or those who want to engage critically?

That's what I'm thinking about 24 seven. [No, it's, it's, I'm really, really interested in,] uh, how

is it snowing?

- [I think it's, it could be snow, but it's also rain. Yeah. ]

Maybe it's just rain. I'm over enthusiastic. [I was like, I don't want this. That's a good listener.

It's like, I don't want this funny. But it just seems like, like, just like, just for the sake over

here. Yeah. Like snow. Yeah. It's like popping a little bit.]

- [Yes. But there is much more like rain. That's true.]

[But wow. But maybe it is now. ]

- [Yeah. I'm hoping too.]

[That's, that's interesting. yeah. So, so I think that, that, um, you could have many metaphors

of how we could like often acoustic or sound related metaphors in terms of what's a good
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learning environment. A good conversation, or, uh, which could be resonance or with, you

know, other metaphors. And I think that, that we risk often to kind of, um, so] I'm a bit afraid

of that kind of empathy resonance idea in a good dialogue, a good, uh, listening exercise or

whatever. About being resonant and uncritically, [uh, resonate with whatever you, you are

saying. Because, you know, if you take the, the, the metaphor of resonance seriously,] I mean,

resonance is a positive feedback mechanism that can break things. [Um, and, and I think that,

at least for me, because I'm, I'm, um, ] I've been raised or, you know, cultivated or, to be a

very empathic listener. And what the risk is that you forget yourself or you can’t feel your

own resonances or opinions or whatever it is, or be in tune with that. [So I think that for me,

resonance is, is, um, I, I,] I like, oh, oh, sorry.

- [No worries. Um,]

[hmm. There's, oh, sorry. I just came to think of, uh, Will Shrimshaw. His name is really, I

don't even know if I can send you the link to his book. He talks about resonance where it's

like he, he puts in a, uh,] so it's R-E-A-sonance. [So, what's, he, he, it's of course reason and

resonance together, which in a way feels very weird to me. To, to] kind of force these two

together. [But I think that we're constantly also reasonable in a way where we, we kind of,

I think that's important at least.]

- Do you think of that as in we are always positioned in a certain condition that has a

reasoning? [Not like we, as human beings, we are not without a specific set of

reasoning. So we shouldn't think of ourselves as outside of that. Yes. We should

always think outside. Yes.]

[And he talks about it in terms of this idea in sound art, for instance, this, this, he calls it

aesthetic universalism. I think that that's kind of this idea that, that in it, it is in itself good to,

to be able to be in resonance with a situation, a, a sound art piece. And it, it kind of almost,

uh, suddenly the, the critical or the, the, the reason, the position, all of that disappears in this

kind of immersion of the aesthetic situation. And, and he criticizes that, uh, as, as a sort of a,

an uncritical, uh, you know, view of, of, uh, of all the, the kind of very important conditioning

factors that enable this, this, uh, here and now, you could say. And I find that really, really,

really interesting in terms of then the, what you're saying, the dialogue or the good, the good

dialogue or whatever we call it. And I, I have looked into, uh Uh, and his idea of responsible
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listening or, uh, yeah,] responsible listening, I think, is the English translation [responsible

listening, following The Expulsion of the Other, 2018 by Byung Chul Hans] [And, um, and he

kind of, he kind of, uh, described that as a, as a, um, ] it's a breathing. So when you kind of

breathe in, you have to take in the world in a way, but it opens also towards a breathing out.

You invite someone in and you try to take them in and you become a host or a harbor for

someone else. [I like that. And, and there's also a breathing out. So there's, there's this rhythm

as well. And I find that extremely interesting, that kind of the, the,] the more rhythmical

analysis in a way of, or tonal analysis also of the conversation.

- There's something deeply profound for me with the idea of breathing as a model or a

metaphor for what kind of listening do we want to achieve? [Because as you say, there

is like this in and out and the rhythm, but also just like] the state of things that

depends on breathing. If we give it up, what do we then have? [But like, it's so, um,

basic and, and, and so profound that we're like, for me, um, now maybe I shouldn't

say resonate, but, but for me, it's like points towards, uh, a deeper, maybe truth, I don't

know, but,] that it makes sense because we cannot walk away from it. We have to

incorporate it. We have to breathe.

[And I, I think it's really beautiful in the way that, that what happens if you,] what's an

irresponsible listener [in his term, is, is, is, and I, I find that when I say this in, uh,

conferences or in seminars about listening, I'm, I'm there to kind of be the resonant person

that can, you know, uh, and, and, and I find that this often is, is very, something that people

hold, holds very much onto is when I say, from him, uh, that, you know,] this feeling when

you are listening to someone else and while they talk, you are at the same time figuring out

what to answer.

- [Yeah. That's true. That, that,]

In academia at least, I think we're almost programmed to do that. Why? Because there's no

time in that rhythm to breathe and to take in and to think about your answer and to actually

respond in a responsible way to what the other person is saying.

- [Yeah. So true.]
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[So I think this rhythm and this,] this kind of slowing down, this breathing as a metaphor, I

think that for me is so meaningful in terms of for instance in a teaching situation, because it

also helps me as a teacher to be more, to feel more secure and more, uh, grounded in that I'm

not the one that's supposed to give the right answer in the second where you ask me

something.

- Quite the opposite. Because if we think-with-breathing, and we want to insert it as

some kind of default practice - ‘paying attention’ to it, slowing down the breathing,

have time for deep breaths. Then it becomes this very gentle gesture in terms of; in

order to allow things to happen, I'll hold back the words in order to breathe.

Exactly.

- And I will allow, invite, others to breathe with me. Even explicitly. Like let us just

take 10 breaths. While we think of this question. And then we can discuss afterwards.

[Yes.Exactly. And, and allowing that, because I also, that's why I, I can be critical towards

resonance as well, is because,] and I like the breathing because it's actually physical, possible

for us to do it in the here and now situation. [Resonance is of course a physical, um, energy

and, uh, and a real, a real phenomena.] But at the same time, it's hard for me to say to the

students; resonate, just resonate. What is that?

- [But at the same time because um, I have been recently made aware] that holding]

space and time for breathing is also a privilege [ of those. Yeah. Who feel

comfortable, With breathing. Yes. Because breathing, like it is so profound because if

you breathe and have time for it, uh, different emotions, Yes, different thoughts. Yes.]

Some of these emotions are terrible. [Yes. But it's not something that you actually

have the time to actually feel, like] a lot of people have to push them away in order to

just be and survive. [And this sounds extreme, but I was made aware of it in the

context that somebody had to walk out because of breathing, there was too much

breathing, they couldn't be in it.]

It's too much, because as you say, the most profound encounters of this kind of maybe

ontological security rupture of that is when we suddenly feel that the most embodied habitual
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things that we do with our body suddenly become something we are aware of. [So I totally

agree with you,] it's extremely powerful in a way where we have to be very aware of what it

is that we're actually asking for and why. [But I think that in terms of ... because it's very

different situations that ... or context that I would say that kind of ... I find that this is very,

very relevant. I mean,] learning spaces or what we call it, situations where we are in them to

learn [or to ... at the university. I mean, that's a space where hopefully it's not about …] it's

about something third. It's about something else. It's about something outside ourselves. I

think that's important as well.

- [Yeah. It's because it speaks into a way to ... also like] almost as a strategy because if

breathing and listening is also a question of politics, then how can we then deal with

that? [Yeah. And sort of like …] do it in a responsible, caring manner that is

meaningful [ in the best way in some way. Because it's very complex and nobody

holds all the answers or are able to structure everything perfectly. Exactly. But there's

a way of,] as you say, with the learning spaces to take responsibility for what it is and

what it is not and what it could be and what it shouldn't be and where does it come

from? Where can it move into?

[And also just showing it in ... not maybe say, okay, now I'm just taking time to breathe

before I answer your question so that we can ... ] but maybe in just pausing and waiting

and practicing it yourself, you cultivate a room [where it's because I'm responsible for that as

a teacher, together with the students, of course. Yeah. Yeah. ] And showing that this is a room

where you can do that.

- [Also because, I know it's from my own experience, but I often choose to think about

if I listen and if I have time and space for breathing, if I think about it] as a way of

activism, a way to push back it becomes even more meaningful. Because as a student,

I'm often tasked with coming up with quick answers and assignments and a way for

me to push back is to say, well, on the first page, please breathe. [Yeah. Yeah. And

then other things happens. Yeah. But for me, that also becomes activism because the

way … ... society is ... contemporary is just …] there's no time for breathing.

So we could ask ourselves, what is activism in a slow way? Because I think that that's a

crucial question today. [Because the attention economy ... Yeah. ... and I'm using very much
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Yves Sitton, do you know him? Yeah. Yeah. And his ecology of attention and attention

economy, his ... Wow.]

- [Yeah. I don't know what this is called in English, but it's like …]

[Yeah. What is it?]

- [It's really weird.]

[Yeah. But the attention economy rhythm ... Yeah. ... is so quick and so paced that slowing

down and becomes activism, as you say. And how ... Do you ... Okay, I can ask you

something instead. I think, do you feel that there is this demand ... I mean, now today with the

political situation and the horrible situation ... Yeah. ... that we are in, in so many areas, I have

seen mostly on Instagram the ... More and more there's like this demand to not be silent.

Have you seen that as well? Yeah.]

- [Like quite often ... You didn't even phrase the question, but I feel that the question is

just like ... How hard to respond? Yeah. Yeah. With silence or with response or ... And

] I feel that if people are not able to understand mine taking time to reflect and breathe

as a response maybe then their understanding of what it can mean to respond is very

narrow. [ Because silence is so many different things. Yes. Of course, silence can also

be a bad thing. Yes. Sometimes you need to do other things. Yes. But the spectrums of

those two words are just so large, so for me it's very difficult to really know what

other people are saying. Because it's so grand. And I feel that especially with

Instagram and other social media, the way you are able to respond there is also so

narrow.]

[Yes.]

- So in some way it becomes more meaningful for myself to find other mediums to do

it. [Exactly. To the people next to me or ... Exactly. Like in other ways because I feel

so trapped … It's a trap. ... in terms of what it means to be silent or what it means to

be responsive.]
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Who’s voices are heard in what way? And what voices are loud? And how are you allowed to

respond?

- And what echo chambers those voices exist in. Because I think in terms of that it's

also extremely important to be critical about for whom and when does the breathing

scream up? [Like if you are somewhere like in a ... I don't know, like in a military

courtyard and you start breathing. Yes. That has a profound meaning. Yes. But if you

sit at home in front of your Instagram and you breathe, it doesn't really matter to

anyone else than yourself.]

[That's my big question these days, what you're saying now. How can ... Or is it important? Is

it just, well, you can stop looking at Instagram? Is that the answer? Or do we have to also

work on cultivating responses or responsibility for ... Or responsibility,] I don't know.

Responsible listening as a breathing inside this attention economy?

- [Yeah, because the difficulties also in my very own experience is that] I'm really bad

at it when it really counts.

Exactly. Me too.

- I'm bad at slowing down in the situation of teaching and learning and actually just

breathe.

Of course.

- Because I'm so worried.

[Because you are yourself, your own ... Again, going back to rhythms, your own bodily

rhythms, your rhythms are suddenly sped up and you're in a situation where you feel

vulnerable and you feel that someone ... The exam situation, if we go to that again, like oral

exam situation, is a situation where you are demanded an answer instantly. Yeah. So what

responses come out of that? And how do we … Give space or time or whatever to cultivate

that that room can also, inside the attention economy, can also be a breathing space or …

Sounds sad.]
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- [Yeah, but how to integrate? Yeah. Because what if the rule was that we needed to do

three deep breaths before any answers, any circumstances was ever given? Yes. What

would that be?]

What would happen?

- [Because of course, and this is perhaps more like a ritual practice, but there are many

places where you do practice a certain rhythm that is slow enough to cultivate a

certain experience. But there's also the opposite. Like with the, as you say, the

attention economy, where you just pace it up in order to never breathe.]

[Yeah, precisely.] And I mean, I think that … I think that very often it's ... I'm just not sure

how to, or if it's possible. [I mean, I find it very meaningful in ... Because we're all looking

for meaning and ] how do we find meaning in a world that's so broken. [Yeah. Yeah. Yeah.

And what I've kind of tried to work with is where I can see that we can actually slow some

rhythms down. What kind of spaces, what kind of institutionalized spaces? Because I'm not ...

I'm thinking about difficult or vulnerable atmospheres, what I've called it that, like for

instance, the hospital. And actually seeing in practice how we can work to slow the rhythm

down. slow down some rhythms and cultivate a different conversation as well. Because I

think the hospital is a microcosm in so many ways of like society and] how certain

knowledge paradigms can kind of become invisible almost, it's just like when we walk into

the hospital, we become patients, or we become relatives to a patient or visitors.

- [Different degrees of patients. Yeah. ]

And how does this system cultivate certain forms of knowledge that condition very specific

rhythms that actually in many situations counteracts what the patient or the person there is

supposed to be doing. For instance, healing or giving birth or whatever. [So I think that

looking very concretely at this kind of slowing down in this situation has been, for me, has

been very meaningful, but also extremely difficult. And sometimes I'm like, oh no, what did I

do? You know, because it influences people in their everyday life. You know? So that's also

kind of this feeling of responsibility.]
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- [And now just with what you said, I was just like, yeah, imagine this hospital. And

what came to my mind was just instantly also] how many different kinds of breathings

exist in there. [Yes. And the crazy thing is like you have the first human breath and

you have the last human breath. Yes. And you have all the terror and beauty in

between.]

[In between.]

- [And it was just when you asked how to, and also where to go.] Where to learn how to

breathe. Where should we seek these practices? [Which is like, I don't know, but I was

just, wow, there's so much to learn just from the hospital already.]

[And the, what is it called? A respirator.]

- [A respirator?]

Breathing for you. [When you're on this respirator.]

- [I think it's the same. You said a lot of things. Yeah. I think based works. Yeah.]

[Yeah. I don't know. Then suddenly you become, suddenly you have a whole other breathing

rhythm that's fixed. It's a specific rhythm. And…]

- [Is it that all the way through? They never change it? That cannot be healthy.]

[I don't think it's healthy.]

- But wouldn't they be able just to program a different kind of breathing rhythm?

[That's a good question.]

- [That would be simple. But I don't know.]
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[I don't know. But I just know that. Yeah. That it's not even a rhythm if you look into what a

rhythm is. Because if it's totally monotonous, then it's not a rhythm. I didn't even want to go

there either. I would say. I would say. So I've been reading a lot of, you know, Arele Feber, of

course, and his rhythm analysis and other people working with rhythm. But also, a really

interesting area of research, which is entrainment, which is] entrainment you could say,

attunement, with another word, is how our rhythms inside of our body and our rhythms

synchronize with outside rhythms. That's a basic evolutionary function. Which is based on

survival, that we are able to kind of adapt to our environment. [Yeah. I mean, breathing is

also a rhythm in that sense. But entrainment theory also helps us, I think, is a very concrete

way of understanding why certain environments kind of has the opposite effect of what it's

supposed to be. Because it's too far away from our own rhythms. So, in kind of, you know,

the situation you are in a waiting room and for the doctor, for instance, and someone thought,

okay, let's soothe this situation and make it better by playing some healing music, whatever

that is. ]

- [Yeah. Or a plant or... Yeah.]

[ You know, some... Yeah, exactly. Something that has this kind of slow rhythm that can kind

of soothe us. And problem is that we are so far away, you could say, from that, or many

people are very far away from that kind of slowness in these situations. Maybe they are going

in to have an answer, you know, about something or, yeah, nervous about... Then it's just

entrainment-wise. If you look at it through entrainment theory, it's just…] It's just too far

away from those rhythms. So, you cannot synchronize. It's not possible. So, I've been

working on how to open up for attunement or entrainment in these situations. For instance, by

allowing children to make rhythms themselves with alarm sounds, for instance. Before they

go into a room, because then they can slowly habituate or embody these sounds before they

meet them in a situation where it's scary [and it's all of that unknown. So, yeah, just say

entrainment for me is crucial in terms of not only hospitals,] but in terms of our conversations

as well.

- [And I hate to start things broadly, but time is also... Yeah. It's almost half past.]

[Wow.]
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- [And just to maybe build a possible bridge… Is there something... Not something, but

is there questions or wondering or something that is for you? Yeah. Maybe weird and

you just want to be more with. That is for you a nice place to also end things. Yeah.

Something that you also know that I will not come at all.]

I think that what we talked about already, that attention economy, the spaces that we

are in that are structured so much on that, how do we afford or should we or can we or how

can we slow that down? Or try to make space for these questions? That's a question I have

absolutely no answer to at all. [Struggling with every day.]

- [Yeah. Like billions of people, I assume.]

[Yeah. Yeah. And then also maybe the wall thing, liminal thing, I would be interested in...

I am interested in diving more into that together with Entrophe as well to see] what is

listening to the liminal. To the limit, to the wall instead of through. What does that open? And

how do we do that?

- [Yeah. And for me, like we don't have time now, but it is like for me, it's super, super

interesting. Also, if we talked about these conditions that we are positioned into.

Yeah. Because] what are the limits of what we are able to grasp and what are the

limits of what our tools and practices that we engage with in order to even understand

the position we have in our conditions. [And these loops around is for me super

stimulating and beautiful and not really scary at all, but something that can really

generate a lot of care and a lot of perhaps warning, but in a positive meaning.]

[Yeah. Exactly. And because that was a really good point that someone had, we had a seminar

last week where, and Sophie talked about walling and outside, inside, and who's inside and

who's outside. And then someone had this comment that, the student had this comment that,

because what she argues is that often the ones on the outside of the wall or the limit, their

voices or their statements becomes, or are experienced as insensate. Irrational. Or like, based

on feeling and affect and stuff like that. And so he said, but is the goal then to become

rational and be inside? Is that kind of the move that we want to make? Probably not.]
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- [No. I think for me, that question is also just going to what's... Another question is of

how wonderful isn't, like how wonderful is that wall? Of course, the wall is also

terrible in specific ways, but how can we change our thinking and practice with

walling? Because of course, right now we live in a world where those outside are

stigmatized in certain ways, that's terrible. But the walling itself is also like just a state

of nature. I don't think we invented it. I think there are definitely walls that not even

God can transcend. But how can we change our practice with walling?]

[Yes, exactly. That's a good question.]

- [And also just to close the remark, because it just made me remember something that

also Omri Thibault wrote about a house or architecture in general sense, but he was

pointing towards how the first wall is a shelter. Yeah. Like how wonderful the first

wall can be, like this is just one side of the wall, like you finding a mountain or a tree

or whatever. But from there on, you can add walls that keep you in a prison, basically.

I can remember the whole text, and he's way in a fraud, but he was like, well, we only

need one wall. Wow. The rest is kind of too much. That's what it all comes from.]

[Where did he say that?]

- [I cannot remember the text. I don't know.]

[That's amazing.]

- [But I had it in like an art history architecture class, and we read that, and it was like a

critique of modernism. Or it was not a critique of modernism, but modernist critique

of classicism and ornaments and all of that. And he was like, we only need that one

wall. ]

[It's too much.]

- [Yeah. One wall is wonderful. That can shield us, protect us, but too many, then we

have other problems. Wow. That's... But it was just a nice metaphor. Thank you for

that.]
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[Walling.]

- I think, yeah, we should probably end it.

Hi, hi. Bye.
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